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Bonus
Depreciation
Rules

Bonus Depreciation
Prior to 2018 tax reform:
Provided for the immediate expensing of 50% of the purchase of
qualifying property placed in service by December 31, 2017:
• Must be NEW property
• Qualifying property includes tangible personal property with recovery period
of < 20 years, non-customized “off-the-shelf” computer software, and
certain building improvements (QIP)
• Rental activities qualify for bonus depreciation
• Scheduled for phase down to 40% in 2018 and 30% in 2019.
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Bonus Depreciation (cont.)
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA):
• Provides for immediate
expensing of 100% of the
adjusted basis of qualifying
property
• No longer needs to be new
property- can be used property
• Applies to property acquired
and placed in service after
9/27/2017 and before 1/1/2027
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Bonus Depreciation
Election Phase Out
Tax Year

Bonus amount

2018 – 2022

100%

2023

80%

2024

60%

2025

40%

2026

20%
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Qualified Improvement Property
• Improvement that is made to the interior portion of commercial
property
• Examples include tenant improvements, lobby renovations, etc.
• Does not include improvements for:





Enlargement of building
Elevator or escalator
Internal structural framework of building
Structural component benefiting a common area
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Qualified Improvement Property
• Prior to the 2018 TCJA, QIP was 15-year recovery period and was
eligible for bonus depreciation.
• Congress intended to retain this 15-year recovery period making it
eligible for bonus depreciation for QIP placed in service after 2017
• However, in their haste to push the law through, the drafters of the
actual legislation failed to specify the intended 15-year recovery for
QIP and eligibility for bonus depreciation
• Result - beginning with 2018, QIP is now 39-year recovery period
and loses bonus eligibility under TCJA
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Qualified Improvement Property
CARES Act
• CARES Act makes technical correction to QIP to restore 15-year
recovery period and bonus depreciation
• Change is retroactive to 2018
• Taxpayers may recover costs for assets previously placed-in-service
 Amended returns
 Change in accounting method
 Revocation of previously made elections
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The Evolution of Qualified Property Categories
2004-2015
QLI

QLI

QRP

QRP

QRIP

QRIP

Short 15-year
recovery
period

TCJA

CARES Act

QIP-PATH

QIP-TCJA

QIP-CARES

Broad, easy-tomeet definition
with fewer
restrictions

Long recovery
period AND
easy-to-meet
definition with
fewer
restrictions

Short recovery
period AND
easy-to-meet
definition with
fewer
restrictions

Path Act

Short 15-year
recovery period

our strength. your tax savings.
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Bonus:
Acquisitions

Bonus Under the TCJA
Written Binding Contract

TCJA Bonus eligibility in 2017 is contingent on a Written Binding
Contract signed after 9/27/17
• If a written binding contract for the acquisition of property is in
effect prior to September 28, 2017, the property is not
considered acquired after the date the contract is entered into
(Act Sec. 13201(h)(1) of the 2017 Tax Cuts Act).
• NOTE: a contract is binding only if it is enforceable under State
law

our strength. your tax savings.
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Bonus Under the TCJA
Acquisitions of Real Estate
DRIVEN BY DATE OF WRITTEN BINDING CONTRACT (WBC)

WBC for Purchase of Property Signed
BEFORE 9/28/17

WBC for Purchase of Property
Signed ON or AFTER 9/28/17

• Considered to have been
acquired BEFORE TCJA comes
into play

• Acquired under TCJA,
therefore TCJA Bonus rules
apply

• Therefore, PATH Act Rules must
apply and acquired assets would
NOT be eligible for Bonus

• 100% Bonus
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(Remember that assets must have MACRS
class lives of 20-years or less)

Case Study
TCJA Impacts Results

• Acquired triple net lease retail facility
• Depreciable Basis: $4.5M
• 15% moved to 7-year
• 8% moved to 15-year
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Results Before TCJA – No Bonus on Acquisitions

20

Results After TCJA – 100% Bonus on Acquisitions
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Smaller Properties May Yield BIG Results
Under TCJA
• Now that acquisitions are eligible for 100% Bonus, smaller-basis
properties are becoming good cost seg candidates
• Consider a duplex rental home acquired 12/31/2018
 Total basis $300K
 Engineers moved 17% to 5-year, 3% to 15-year

• Note impact of TCJA on additional first year cash flow
Pre-TCJA

Post-TCJA

Additional First Year Cash Flow

$3,276

$20,351

10-Year NPV

$12,242

$14,738
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Final Regs: Clarify WBC Effective Date
• Before the final regs, the WBC effective date was the
actual date it was signed
• The final regs now clarify that the effective date may be
significantly later than the actual date
• A strategic win for acquisitions

our strength. your tax savings.
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Final Regs: Clarify WBC Effective Date
QIP-Path
The acquisition date of property that the taxpayer acquired
pursuant to a written binding contract is the later of:
• The date on which the contract was entered into;
• The date on which the contract is enforceable under State law;
• If the contract has one or more cancellation periods, the date on
which all cancellation periods end; or
• If the contract has one or more contingency clauses, the date on
which all conditions subject to such clauses are satisfied
*For this purpose, a cancellation period is the number of days stated in the contract for
any party to cancel the contract without penalty, and a contingency clause is one that
provides for a condition (or conditions) or action (or actions) that is within the control of
any party
or a predecessor
our strength.
your tax savings.
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Final Regs: Clarify WBC Effective Date
• Under final regs, the WBC effective date might be much later than
the actual date the WBC was signed
 Taxpayers who signed WBC pre-TCJA, but then dealt with cancellation
periods or contingency clause, might have an EFFECTIVE WBC date
that is post-TCJA
 Such projects might actually be eligible for bonus treatment

• Again, worth revisiting projects that may fall in this category

our strength. your tax savings.
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New Proposed Regs
What if There’s No WBC?

• What if the deal was sealed with a handshake and nothing
else?
 As long as the property is not self-constructed, the acquisition
date should be considered the date on which the taxpayer paid
or incurred more than 10% of the total cost of the property
 Excluding preliminary activities like planning, designing,
financing, etc.

• This is the same as the Safe Harbor we use to determine
“substantial construction”
our strength. your tax savings.
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Bonus: New
Construction &
Renovation

Bonus Under the TCJA
New Construction/Renovation
Driven by date “substantial construction” begun -- but how do we
define “substantial”?
• No bright line definition in the code but…
• “In general, manufacture, construction, or production of property begins
when physical work of a significant nature begins. Physical work does
not include preliminary activities such as planning or designing,
securing financing, exploring, or researching.”
• PLUS -- IRS Safe Harbor Option: Physical work of a significant nature
will not be considered to begin before the taxpayer incurs (in the case of
an accrual basis taxpayer) or pays (in the case of a cash basis
taxpayer) more than 10 percent of the total cost of the property.
our strength. your tax savings.
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Bonus Under TCJA
New Construction/Renovation
DRIVEN BY DATE “SUBSTANTIAL” CONSTRUCTION BEGUN
Construction Begun
BEFORE 9/28/17

Construction Begun
AFTER 9/27/17

PATH Act Rules Apply
•

Pre-existing phase-down rules




•

TCJA Rules Apply

Placed-in-Service by 12/31/17: 50% Bonus
Placed-in-Service by 12/31/18: 40% Bonus
Placed-in-Service by 12/31/19: 30% Bonus

Also applies to new spend on
renovations post-acquisition
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•

100% Bonus

•

Acquired assets are eligible

Final Regs: Expand Self-Constructed Property
• Proposed Regs 8/8/2018 suggested that date of acquisition of
third-party construction projects should be determined by WBC
• Final regs state that property manufactured, constructed, or
produced for the taxpayer by another person under a written binding
contract that is entered into prior to the manufacture, construction,
or production of the property for use by the taxpayer in its trade or
business or for its production of income is not acquired pursuant to a
written binding contract but is self-constructed property.
QIP-Path: In short… no matter who did the construction, date of
acquisition is determined by substantial construction date (not WBC)
our strength. your tax savings.
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Final Regs: Expand Self-Constructed Property
• Another strategic win for taxpayers – a gift for construction
projects
• Worth reviewing returns – may be able to amend 2017 and/or
2018 tax returns to claim TCJA bonus depreciation
• Projects that were judged ineligible for bonus based on WBC date
-- according to Proposed Regs 8/8/2018 -- might actually be
eligible using substantial construction date according to Final
Regs 9/13/2019
• Need to revisit these projects
our strength. your tax savings.
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Final Regs: Expand Self-Constructed Property

Example: WBC date 7/2017, substantial construction 10/2017
• WBC date puts project in PATH-Act era
 According to Proposed Regs 8/8/2018, would have used WBC date and
judged project ineligible

• Substantial construction date puts project in TCJA era
 According to Final Regs 9/13/2019, should use substantial construction
date – actually is eligible for bonus
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Bonus Depreciation Under the TCJA
Final Thoughts

• Great time to reconsider cost segregation studies on smaller,
acquired properties
 Original use of property need not have commenced with the current
taxpayer
 Bonus boosted to 100%

• Be clear on relevant dates – consult with CPA/attorney as needed
• Remember – if you elect-out of interest deduction limitation, you will
have to use ADS depreciation which is generally NOT Bonus-eligible
(real property only)
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More Takeaways
from 9/13/19
Final and
Proposed Regs

More Takeaways from the Final Regs (9/13/19) :

Final Regs Clarify:
• Floor Plan Financing (FPF)
• Definitions of “Used Property” and “Predecessor”
• Treatment of Previously Held Depreciable Interest in Newly
Acquired Property (5 year waiting period)
• Bonus and Partnership Interests (Purchase of partnership
interest vs. redemption of partnership interest vs. death of a
partner)
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Final Regs: Clarify Bonus and Partnership Interests
743(b)
Step-Ups

•
•
•

Purchase of a partnership interest
John personally buys Sally’s interest – it’s new to John
Partnership may claim bonus on the new stepped-up
basis

743(b)
Step-Ups

•
•

Sale of Interest to a
Partner

754
Step-Up
Election

Death of a
Partner

•

Death of a Partner
After Sally’s passing, her daughter Mary becomes a
Partner and her interest is valued at FMV
NOT bonus-eligible

734(b)
Step-Ups

•
•
•
•

Redemption of partnership interests
Partnership buys out Sally’s interest
Fails used property requirement and original use clause
NOT bonus-eligible
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New Proposed Regs:
New Component Election

• The situation:
 Substantial construction began on a large, self-constructed property
before 9/28/2017 (in PATH Act era)
 Certain components were acquired or self-constructed after 9/27/2017
(in TCJA era)
 Often seen when many Change Orders become necessary after
construction has already started

• This election may permit you to claim bonus depreciation on the
components that were placed-in-service post-TCJA, even though
substantial construction on the larger property began pre-TCJA
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New Proposed Regs:
New Component Election

• To make this election work:
 Property must be placed-in-service between 9/28/2017-12/31/2019
 Must meet original use requirement as of 9/27/2017

• The election can’t happen if:
 The components aren’t eligible for bonus in the first place. There was a
WBC signed pre-TCJA, but construction didn’t start until TCJA was
effective
 The components are QLI, QRP, QRIP and placed-in-service after
12/31/2017
 A bonus depreciation opt-out for the applicable class of assets has
been filed

• The election is made by attaching a statement to the return and
indicating whether taxpayer is making the election for all or some of
the eligible components
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Section 179
Depreciation

Section 179 Deduction
• Immediate deduction for purchases of qualifying property in a “trade
or business”:





Tangible personal property with recovery period of < 20 years
Can be new or used property
Non-customized “off-the-shelf” computer software
Certain commercial real property qualified leasehold improvements
(QLI)

• Rental activities for this purpose historically generally not considered
“trade or business”
• Real estate used for lodging historically excluded
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Section 179 Expensing Expanded Under the
TCJA
• Effective 1/1/2018, the TCJA expanded the eligible assets to include
the following improvements to nonresidential building systems placedin-service after the building was placed-in-service: (IE Qualified Real
Property)






Qualified Improvement Property (QIP)
Roofs
HVAC
Fire protection and alarm systems
Security systems

• Assets may be new or used
our strength. your tax savings.
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Section 179 Expensing Expanded Under the
TCJA
Effective 1/1/2018, the TCJA expanded the eligible assets to
include the following for residential buildings or lodging facilities
with rental periods of greater than 30 days:
• Eliminated exclusion of tangible personal property used in
connection with lodging facilities (i.e. multi-family residential
rentals, single-family rentals, dormitories)
• Assets may be new or used

our strength. your tax savings.
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Section 179 Expensing Under the TCJA
• This is another “win” for cost segregation – can provide the data
required
 The newly included improvements can be easily carved out during a
cost segregation study – adds even more value
 Limitation on the election is increased by almost 50%
 PLUS: for the first time, assets used in transient-stay facilities may now
be eligible for expensing under Section 179

• QIP tables in cost seg reports can now be used to flag Section 179eligible assets – QIP bringing a major new value

our strength. your tax savings.
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Can I Take a 179 Election as Part of a
Look-Back Study?
• Look-back studies do allow “catch-up” of retroactive depreciation
using a 3115
 Including Bonus, in years that it existed
• However, you can’t “catch-up” a 179 election – you have to elect the
specific asset in the year you placed it in service
• Also, note that a taxpayer may use bonus to take a loss, but may not
use a 179 election to do so

our strength. your tax savings.
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How Do the Limitations on 179 Expensing
Affect Planning?
You have a pool of possible Section 179-Eligible Assets. How
do you decide which assets of that pool to elect?
TY 2020

TY 2019

$1,040,000

$1,020,000

Phase-Out Threshold $2,590,000

$2,550,000

Overall Expensing
Dollar Limitation

• Make Decisions with These Limits In Mind
• Once you exceed the phase-out threshold, the deduction will be
reduced -- dollar-for-dollar -- by the amount you exceeded.
our strength. your tax savings.
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Energy
Incentives

EPAct/179D and 45L Extended Retroactively
Through 2020
• The “Further Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2020” was signed
into law by the President on December 20, 2019
• This Act extends energy incentives retroactively back to 1/1/2018,
and forward through 12/31/2020
• Now, properties placed-in-service between 1/1/2006 - 12/31/2020
are eligible
• Useful incentives, particularly for large and/or vertical properties,
since deduction is determined by SF/# units
our strength. your tax savings.
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Energy Incentives
EPAct/179D

45L

One-time deduction

One-time credit

Any commercial property OR residential
rental property at least 4 stories high

Residential rental property with a maximum
of 3 stories or for-sale residential homes

Deduction of up to $1.80/SF is possible

$2,000 credit per residential unit

Three key areas: interior lighting, HVAC,
building envelope

Each unit must be assessed individually to
verify reduction in energy consumption

Improvements must exceed previously
A different metric is used – improvements
established ASHRAE 90.1 2007 benchmark are judged against 2006 International
by at least 50%
Energy Conservation Code
Can be claimed retroactively (3115)

3115 method not available, but past returns
may be amended

New construction and renovation both
eligible

New construction and renovation both
eligible
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Strategies to
Maximize
Deductions

Cost Segregation: The Vehicle for Savings
• Cost segregation provides the data required to support a variety of
tax strategies that fund capital improvements
• IRS-approved tool that has been in use since 1998
• Basic objective: Accelerate depreciation deductions
• Cost segregation is used to maximize benefits of the new tax reform
– Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) and CARES Act

our strength. your tax savings.
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Cost Segregation: The Vehicle for Savings
• Commercial property typically uses 27.5 or 39-year lives
• IRS allows certain assets to be depreciated using shorter lives
 5, 7, or 15-year
• By carving out, or segregating, depreciation of those assets may be
accelerated
• Accelerated depreciation tax deferral increased cash flow
• Remember: In cost seg, depreciation isn’t increased, it’s accelerated
 Time value of money
 Value of a dollar today vs. value of same dollar in the future
our strength. your tax savings.
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Cost Segregation: Timing
• A CSS has utility throughout the real estate life cycle:
 Immediately after construction or acquisition, to maximize benefit over
the long term
 Following major capital improvements (including leasehold)
 After a change in ownership (ex. 754 step-up)

• Even buildings already in service can benefit from a CSS through a
look-back study
 Tremendous first year savings potential

• No matter where you are, you might benefit from a cost seg study
our strength. your tax savings.
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Property Types and Average % Accelerated
Apartments

5 – 35%

Auto Dealers

35 – 60%

Health Care Facilities

20 – 50%

Hotels

20 – 40%

Industrial Buildings

20 – 40%

Manufacturing Facilities

30 – 70%

Office Buildings

10 – 30%

Restaurants

20 – 60%

Shopping Centers

20 – 40%

Tenant Spaces

20 – 60%
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The Tangible Property Regulations Flowchart: Buildings

Does the expenditure
meet an exception to
capitalization?

Expense
Test

Routine Maintenance
Safe Harbor

Perform activity more than once in a
10 year period

DeMinimis
Safe Harbor

AFS: written policy, $5,000 safe harbor
Non AFS: policy, $2,500 safe harbor

Small Taxpayer
Safe Harbor

Gross receipts ≤ $10 million, Unadjusted Basis ≤ $1 million,
Deduct the lesser of 2% unadjusted basis or $10,000

EXPENSE

NO

Betterment
Is the expenditure
an improvement to
the building’s
systems or the
building’s structural
components?

1.
2.
3.

or

BAR
Test

*1

Adaptation
or

*2
Restoration

Ameliorates a material condition or defect
Material addition to, or a major component of, the Unit of Property
Materially increase productivity, efficiency, strength, quality, or output
*If normal wear and tear occur during taxpayer ownership, return to initial state
is not a betterment, If exact replacement is not available, improved but
comparable replacement is not a betterment

Adapts UoP to a new or different use from the ordinary use at the
time originally placed in service
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Replacement of a component of property after properly deducting a loss
Replacement of a component that was sold
Replacement of property after claiming casualty loss
Returns UoP to ordinary, efficient operating condition after deterioration
Rebuilding of UoP to like-new condition after end of class life
Replacement of major component (40% test) or substantial structural part (25% test)

YES

*3

NO

Is the expenditure material to
its Unit of Property or material
at the discrete function level
within UoP?

NO

EXPENSE

YES

Materiality
Test

Unit of Property
Building Structure
Building Systems
-HVAC
-Plumbing
-Electrical
-All Escalators/elevators
-Fire protection and alarm system
-Security System
-Gas Distribution System
-Items that have different MACRS lives
Assets within UoP performing a major discrete function
*2

* See Reverse for Supplemental Information
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CAPITALIZE
YES

With option to write off
remaining depreciable
basis of existing asset
using Partial Asset
Disposition Election

*3

Version 2.0

Supplemental Information on Capstan’s TPR Flowchart: Buildings
CAPITALIZATION: 1.263A-1(a)(3)(ii) Taxpayers that produce real property and tangible personal property (producers) must capitalize all
the direct costs of producing the property and the property's properly allocable share of indirect costs, regardless of whether the property
is sold or used in the taxpayer's trade or business. Under Sec. 263(a), amounts paid to acquire, produce, or improve tangible property
must be capitalized and not deducted.
*1. BAR TEST: At this level, if the expenditure is determined to be any one of these (Betterment, Adaptation, Restoration), it must be
capitalized.
*2. RESTORATION: It may be difficult to determine whether a restoration is significant enough to require capitalization, as the
regulations do not provide any bright-line quantitative threshold for decision making. However, changes to the examples in the final
regulations do indicate some patterns, from which general guidelines may be extrapolated. See § 1.263(a)-3(k)(7) for relevant examples.
For major components of buildings and building systems, examples imply that a replacement of 40% or less of a major component may
not be a significant portion of the major component, and as such would not be considered a restoration. [Example numbers 18, 21, 23
and 25.]
For substantial structural parts, examples indicate that replacement of 25% of a building’s structure was not considered a large portion of
the substantial structural part, and therefore was not considered a restoration. [Example numbers 27 (30%) and 30 (25%).]
For discrete function, examples indicate that if a material component performs a discrete and critical function, it is a major component of
the building. Incidental components of the UoP generally will not constitute a major component. Relevant example numbers include 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, etc.
*3. PARTIAL ASSET DISPOSITION ELECTION: There may be a tax planning opportunity for taxpayers who purchase and place assets
in service and then begin renovation activities. Assuming that the assets are already "in service," that the UNICAP provisions of IRC Sec.
263A don’t apply, and that the safe harbor provisions pertaining to IRC Sec. 280B (demolition) have successfully been met (so that
amounts are not capitalized to land), then taxpayers may be able to take a partial asset disposition election on the assets being disposed
of in the renovation.
Additional Note: Detailed examples are contained in the IRS T.D. 9636 of 10.21.13 entitled, “Guidance Regarding Deduction and
Capitalization of Expenditures Related to Tangible Property,” and in all subsequent IRS guidelines released on this topic.
DISCLAIMER: Capstan Tax Strategies, with its issuance of this Flowchart, is not providing tax, legal or accounting advice. This material has been
prepared for informational purposes only. It is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, tax, legal or accounting advice. Taxpayers should
consult their personal tax, legal and accounting advisors before engaging in any transaction.

CONTACT: Terri S. Johnson – tjohnson@capstantax.com | 215.885.7510 (o) | 215.740.7605 (c)

our strength. your tax savings. | capstantax.com

Version 2.0

Version 2.0

Interaction with
other Provisions
of Tax Reform
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Limitation on Deduction for Business Interest
Expense
• Certain businesses (including rental activities) is limited to a
deduction for business interest expense of up to 30% (increased to
50% by CARES Act for 2019 and 2020) of adjusted net income
 Net income before interest income
 Net income before depreciation and amortization (Before 2022)

• This limitation applies to trades or businesses in which Gross
revenues exceed an average of $26 million annually and to tax
shelters.
 Common ownership rules apply
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Deduction for Net Business Interest
(cont.)

Exception- “Electing Real Property Trade or Businesses”
• An electing real property trade or business isn't a “trade or business”
for purposes of the business interest limitation
• An “electing real property trade or business” is any business which:
 Is in the business of real property development, redevelopment,
construction, reconstruction, acquisition, conversion, rental,
operation, management, leasing, or brokerage trade or
business, and
 Makes an election:
• Election must be made with tax return filing
• Once made, the election is IRREVOCABLE (CARES Act
allows for one-time revocation)
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Deduction for Net Business Interest
(cont.)

If an election is made, the electing real property trade or
business does not have to limit its interest deduction,
HOWEVER:
• Is precluded from bonus depreciation on realty
• Must use the Alternative Depreciation System (ADS) to
depreciate its property:





Non-residential real property – 40 years
Qualified improvement property (QIP) – 20 years
Residential rental property – 30 years
Land improvements – 20 years
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Deduction for Net Business Interest
(cont.)

In deciding whether to make an irrevocable election, a taxpayer with a
real property trade or business must compare:
• The extent to which the limitations will affect interest deductions, versus
• The extent to which the taxpayer will have to claim depreciation
deductions at a decelerated rate over a longer period and is precluded
from using Bonus depreciation
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Excess Business Loss Limitation
• Applies to noncorporate taxpayers
• Net business losses limited to $250,000 ($500,000 if MFJ)
• Excess losses become net operating loss deduction carryover
• CARES Act
 Removes limitation for 2018 through 2020
 Technical correction to exclude wages from business income
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Net Operating Loss Deductions
Under TCJA
• NOLs can no longer be carried back
• NOL deductions limited to 80% of taxable income

CARES Act
• NOL carrybacks reinstated for 2018, 2019 and 2020
• Special 5-year carryback period
• 80% NOL limitation suspended for 2018, 2019 and 2020
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Thank you!

Bruce A. Johnson

Len Nitti

Founding Partner, Capstan

Shareholder, WilkinGuttenplan

bjohnson@capstantax.com

lnitti@wgcpas.com

215-885-7510

732.846.3000

215-740-1593

ex.172
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